American Boxer Club
Annual Awards
2014
Conformation Awards
Most Bred By Exhibitor Dog Wins

CH Salgray N Lemko’s Gangnam Style

Sire: Draymia’s Wind Seeker CD

Dam: CH Salgray’s Gold Dust

Breeders: Jane Hamilburg-Guy & Jessica Kozel

Owners: Jane Hamilburg-Guy & Jessica Kozel
CH Salgray N Lemko’s Gangnam Style
Conformation Awards
Most Bred By Exhibitor Bitch Wins

CH Falmark’s Thin Lizzie

Sire: CH Cachet’s Thief In The Night

Dam: CH Falmark’s Fox-Trot

Breeder/Owner: Laura Cuthbert
CH Falmark’s Thin Lizzie
Conformation Awards
Charlotte Brayshaw Award

CH Falmark’s Thin Lizzie
Conformation Awards
Most Best Of Breed Wins
GCH CH Brisbane “N” Blue Monday’s Diamonds Are Decadent

Sire:  GCH CH Sharledar’s Simply Decadent

Dam:  CH She Shines Like Black Diamonds

Breeder:  Misty McKamey

Owners:  Dr. & Mrs. William Truesdale and Misty McKamey and Elizabeth McKamey and Joseph Vergnetti
GCH CH Brisbane “N” Blue Monday’s Diamonds Are Decadent
Conformation Awards
Most Best In Show Specialty Wins
GCH CH Brisbane “N” Blue Monday’s Diamonds Are Decadent

Sire: GCH CH Sharledar’s Simply Decadent

Dam: CH She Shines Like Black Diamonds

Breeder: Misty McKamey

Owners: Dr. & Mrs. William Truesdale and Misty McKamey and Elizabeth McKamey and Joseph Vergnetti
GCH CH Brisbane “N” Blue Monday’s Diamonds Are Decadent
Conformation Awards
Most Working Group First Wins
GCH CH Brisbane “N” Blue Monday’s Diamonds Are Decadent

Sire:  GCH CH Sharledar's Simply Decadent

Dam:  CH She Shines Like Black Diamonds

Breeder:  Misty McKamey

Owners:  Dr. & Mrs. William Truesdale and Misty McKamey and Elizabeth McKamey and Joseph Vergnetti
GCH CH Brisbane “N” Blue Monday’s Diamonds Are Decadent
Conformation Awards
Most Best In Show Wins

GCH CH Brisbane “N” Blue Monday’s Diamonds Are Decadent

Sire: GCH CH Sharledar’s Simply Decadent

Dam: CH She Shines Like Black Diamonds

Breeder: Misty McKamey

Owners: Dr. & Mrs. William Truesdale and Misty McKamey and Elizabeth McKamey and Joseph Vergnetti
GCH CH Brisbane “N” Blue Monday’s Diamonds Are Decadent
Conformation Awards
Kennel Breeding The Most Champions

Irondale

Jimmy & Wendy Bettis
Irondale
Conformation Awards
Sire Producing The Most Champions

CH Marl Burl’s Hidalgo, SOM

Sire: CH Marl Burl’s Silverado
Dam: Marl Burl’s Flasher

Breeder/Owner: Mary Frances Burleson
CH Marl Burl’s Hidalgo, SOM
Conformation Awards
Sire Producing The Most Champions

GCH CH Duba-Dae’s Who’s Your Daddy S OMG

Sire: CH Duba-Dae’s Buster Brown

Dam: CH Duba-Dae’s Diamond Evolution

Breeder: Lynn P. Jansson

Owners: Charles Vose & Wendy Bettis & Lynn Jansson
GCH CH Duba-Dae’s Who’s Your Daddy SOMG
Conformation Awards
Sire Producing The Most Champions

A/C CH Encore’s Bismark, SOMG

Sire: A/C CH Berlane’s Causin An Uproar, CDX, SOM, LOM

Dam: A/C CH Encore’s Chianti, DOM

Breeder/Owner: Cheryl A. Cates
A/C CH Encore’s Bismark, SOMG
Conformation Awards
Dam Producing The Most Champions

CH Shadigee’s Lady Luck, DOM

Sire:  A/C CH Summer’s Blackjack of Shadigee, A/C SOM

Dam:  Shadigee’s Hidden Secret

Breeders:  Lee & Mary Jane Nowak and Kevin & Lisa Gibbs

Owners:  Lee & Mary Jane Nowak
CH Shadigee’s Lady Luck, DOM
Conformation Awards
Dam Producing The Most Champions

GCH CH Gingerbread Christmas Cookie CGC RN, DOM

Sire: A/C CH Irondale’s Jagged Edge, SOM

Dam: CH MR Boxer Gingerbread Genny, DOMG

Breeders/Owners: Lenore Ryan & Wendy Bettis
GCH CH Gingerbread Christmas Cookie CGC RN, DOM
Conformation Awards

Most Junior Show Wins With A Boxer

Brooke Moyer
Brooke Moyer

Three Time Winner
Conformation Awards
Sire Of Merit With Most Performance Titled Get

GCH CH KG Halcyon Fire King, SOM

Sire: CH Highriver’s Taylor Made of Backwoods, SOM, LOM

Dam: CCH Halcyon Unchained Melody, CDOM

Breeders: Kristi Wagg and Susan Rothkirch

Owners: Kristi Wagg and Jerri Boccio
GCH CH KG Halcyon Fire King, SOM
Conformation Awards
Dam Of Merit With Most Performance Titled Get

**CCH Heartacre’s Cinnrhee of Kadenza DOM**

**Sire:** CH Heartacre’s Cinnrhee of Kadenza

**Dam:** CCH Kadenza’s Thru The Lookinglass

**Breeders:** Stephanie McIntosh & Roger W. Marks

**Owners:** Medley Small and Dr. James & Priscilla Kilman and Margaret Ashman
CCH Heartacre’s Cinnrhee of Kadenza DOM
Conformation Awards
Dam Of Merit With Most Performance Titled Get

Haberl’s Florida Edition, DOM

Sire: CH Rosewood’s Custom Made

Dam: Erharlen’s Princess Attina

Breeder: Christa Cook Waite

Owners: JoAnn Haberl & BJ Barnhart & Matias Dominguez & MaryJane Alencewicz
Haberl’s Florida Edition, DOM
UNSUNG HERO

CANINE NOMINATIONS:
- GEORGIA – MACH9 Cherkei’s Too Hot To Handle CD BN RE MXS3 MJG3 MXF TQX T2B3 CA
- ZEUS - Zeus Boutilier
- HANA - Princess Hanalei di Sierra CD, BN, RAE, CGC, ThD, TDIAOV
- CARMEN

HUMAN NOMINATIONS:
- SHARON FOSSEEN
- SANDRA K. LYNCH
- CHRISTINA GHIMENTI
- ALTHER FRIEDMAN
- REEGAN RAY
- MARIE TIRASCHI
UNSUNG HEROS
Nominees
UNSUNG HERO

SHARON FOSSEEN
UNSUNG HEROES
Nominees
UNSUNG HERO
GEORGIA
Performance Awards Champions
2014
Master Agility Champion Award

MACH Fox's Perdie Penny MXB MJB

Sire: Backwoods Augustus Mccrae

Dam: Montana's So Raven Boxer

Owner: Carmel L Fox

Breeders: Montana Goss & Debbie Goss
Master Agility Champion Award

MACH Amazing Molly Queen Of Hearts MXS MJS

Sire: Amazing Travelite To West Shores

Dam: Amazing Beverly Hills Parlay

Owner: Celeste Bell

Breeder: Carrie Kareus
MACH Amazing Molly Queen Of Hearts MXS MJS
Master Agility Champion Award

MACH Harpo Jacquet's Harry Potter RN MXB MJB OF CA

Sire: Jacquets Hogwarts To Harpo

Dam: Harpo's Socialgrace D'Jacquet CDX RE

Owners: Rachel Tennant & Karla Spitzer

Breeders: Karla Spitzer & Scott Friedman & Richard Tomita
Master Agility Champion Award

MACH Ensign's Quest For Fortune CD GN RAE MXB MJB XF NFP T2B

Sire: CH Capri's Woods End Spellcaster

Dam: CH Ensign's Drama Queen At Brandiwine

Owners: Frances Mistler & Annette Clark & Greg Mistler

Breeders: Mrs. Jack Billhardt & Annette Clark Clark & Mr. Sergio Tenenbaum
MACH Ensign's Quest For Fortune CD GN RAE MXB
MJB XF NFP T2B

RYKER
MACH2 Ensign's Quest For Fortune
Master Agility Champion Award

CH MACH Schmidt'S-Gc Catch A Falling Star At Lemac CD MXB MJS OF

Sire: Twinkle Star V. Eurozone

Dam: Schmidts Mystic Run At Heart Acre

Owners: Leta McCulla & Juli Schmidt & Cindy Yaeger

Breeders: Juli Schmidt & Cindy Yaeger
CH MACH Schmidt'S-Gc Catch A Falling Star At Lemac CD MXB MJS OF
Master Agility Champion Award

MACH Tekoneva's Under The Tuscan Sun MXB MJB MXF

Sire: Caramba Von Rosa De Tekoneva NA NAJ

Dam: Cenza Vom Kucura Berg

Owner: Adrienne Terrell

Breeder: Eva T Partida
MACH Tekoneva's Under The Tuscan Sun MXB MJB MXF
Master Agility Champion Award

CH Wisemans Arctic Sweet Symphony RN HT MXS MJB XF T2B CA

Sire: GCH CH Mi-T’s Believe It Or Not

Dam: Wisemans Miss Marley K

Owners: Myra Coe-Hixson & Stephen Hixson

Breeder: Michele Kuhnaau
Master Agility Champion Award

CH MACH Lemko's Shootin' Star At Rocket CD BN RA MXB MJB NAP NJP XF

Sire: Twinkle Star V. Eurozone

Dam: CH Lemko's Rising Sun

Owner: Kerry J Rodgers

Breeder: Jessica Kozel
CH MACH Lemko's Shootin' Star At Rocket CD BN RA MXB MJB NAP NJP XF
Master Agility Champion Award

CH Ava Josephine Von Waldstadt RN MXS MJS XF T2B2

Sire: Arames Vom Messingberg

Dam: Josephine Von Bachbett VCD2 UD RE MX MXB MXJ MJB

Owners: Elisabeth Lonergan & Steve Lonergan

Breeders: Renee Fulcer & Terry Basye
Champion Tracker Award

CT Black Bosim TDU

Sire: Buc Del Pasquino

Dam: Iris Z Dybohurky

Owner: Marketa Barta

Breeders: Bohus Simandl
Herding Champion Award

HC Shera's Great Expectation "Pip" BN RN TDX HSAs HSBs HIBs HXAsM AX AXJ CGC

Sire: CH Glennroe Rob Roy Of Telstar

Dam: CH Shera's Fancy Dancer Of Rosa

Owner: Reegan Ray & Barbara Riggs & William H Polonsky

Breeders: Barbara Riggs
Performance Awards
ABC Top Agility Boxer

MACH9 Cherkei's Too Hot To Handle CD BN RE MXS3 MJG3 MXF TQX T2B3 CA

Sire: CH. Reannon Cherkei Turn Up The Volume

Dam: CH. Bayview Some Like It Hot

Owners: Todd Buchla & Sherry Buchla

Breeders: Cheryl Robbins & Ken Morrison & Paula Morrison & Keith Robbins & Sheila Cormier & Romi Cormier
MACH9 Cherkei's Too Hot To Handle CD BN RE MXS3 MJG3 MXF TQX T2B3 CA
Performance Awards
ABC Top Obedience Boxer

Sunchase's Simply Lightning Strikes Twice UDX RA MX
MXJ OF CA CGCA

Sire: GCH CH Kg Halcyon Fire King

Dam: Sunchase Simply Eclipsed RN

Owners: Tracy Hendrickson & Rhoda Brouillette

Breeder: Rhoda Goselin- Brouillette
Sunchase's Simply Lightning Strikes Twice UDX RA MX MXJ OF CA CGCA
Performance Awards
ABC Top Performance Boxer

MACH4 Wilmor’s Smart Cookie CDX RE MXB2 MJS2
MXP MJP XF T2B CA

Sire: CH Shadow’s Nairobi

Dam: CH Wilmor’s Second Hand Rose Kan-To

Owner: Allison Thomson Vicuna

Breeders: Jane Wilkinson & Kathy Frohock & Richard Morton & Debbie Hilton